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Architecture
Feasibility Study

Architectural services 
Whether before starting a project, during construction or 
even after the work has been completed, the architect 
can help on a wide range of subjects :

> feasibility study ;

> predesign and programming ;

> construction costs estimates ;

> measured drawings of existing buildings ; 

> demolition and transformation drawings ;

> architecture and interior design development ;

> consultants coordination ;

> energy efficiency strategies ; 

> review of applicable Codes.

> drawings and specifications for construction ;

> construction references ;

> construction phase reviews and sevices.

 
 

Feasibility Study 
For this mandate, the architect meets with the clients, 
pinpoint their needs and analyzes the context of the inter-
vention (land or existing building). Following this one-hour 
meeting, the architect prepares a feasibility study in the 
form of a professional proposal. This document evaluates 
the scope of the work, estimates the construction costs, 
defines the scope of services, the deliverables and the 
associated fees. 

making an appointment  
Meetings are available Monday to Friday from 8:00 to 
16:00. The feasibility opinion will be sent by email. This 
mandate does not constitute a pre-purchase inspection. 
The feasibility study fees is $350 if it involves local trans-
portation (Montreal) and $200 if it is done by videoconfe-
rence. Costs are credited if the the client agrees to work 
with the firm. 
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L. McComber

L. McComber is an architecture and design firm 
reputed for the accuracy of its interventions and for 
its sensitivity to the context. From the construction 
of housing units on irregular lots to the design of 
niche businesses and the transformation of cramped 
or unloved residences, each project combines the 
power of evocation with the rigour of execution.

The many awards and various publications the firm 
has received testify to the community’s interest in its 
work. First awarded the OAQ Awards of Excellence 
in 2009 for his design-build project Lignes aériennes, 
L. McComber more recently won the Grand Prix du 
design for Clinique D in Laval-des-Rapides and the 
Frédéric Metz Award – Commerce Design Montréal 
for Boulangerie Guillaume in the Mile-End neighbo-
rhood of Montréal.

Prizes and awards
AZ Awards - Off Plaza, Finalist — 2020
Prix d'excellence OAQ - Off Plaza, Laureate — 2020
Grand Prix du design, Off Plaza, Laureate — 2020
Prix d'excellence OAQ - Rise Factory, Finalist — 2019
Concours Résidences Est-Nord-Est, Finalist — 2017
Prix d'excellence OAQ - Boulangerie Guillaume, Finalist — 
2017
Concours Vivre le chantier Sainte-Cath, Finalist — 2016
Prix Frédéric-Metz et Commerce Design Montréal, Bou-
langerie Guillaume I, Laureate — 2015
Grand Prix du Design, Clinique D, Laureate — 2015
Prix d'excellence OAQ, Juliette aux combles et 
Clinique Diaphane, Finalist — 2015
Prix d'excellence OAQ, Lignes aériennes, Laureate — 
2009

Living Architecture
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L. McComber

Laurent McComber, Architect Founder
father, yogi, cyclist and business owner, Laurent is first 
and foremost an architect at heart. In 2005, he founded 
his agency and obtained his general contractor’s licence. 
Until 2012, L. McComber offered a combined service of 
architectural design and construction. At the same time, 
Laurent teaches building physics at the Université de 
Montréal. Involved in his community, he works as a writer 
for the pan-Canadian professional architectural exam. His 
vast experience on the construction site and his ability to 
turn complex ideas into elegant, practical and ecological 
solutions make him an outstanding architect.

Pascale Barrette Brisson, MAP
As a true mother, Pascale takes care of her team like her 
own family ! She has been involved as a strategic partner 
in the development of the firm since its creation in 2005. 

After a master's degree in management, post-doctoral 
studies in administration and several years as a manager 
in the healthcare system, she became a partner and 
director of administration in 2019, being responsible for 
the management of human and financial resources.

Olivier Lord, Partner Architect
Olivier has a track record of success since joining the 
firm in 2014. He became a partner in 2019 and handles 
major projects with a constant commitment to quality. 
His passion for sports and wellness facilities has enabled 
him to develop a unique expertise within the firm, which 
includes the design of two climbing centres. His taste for 
lean architecture is expressed in projects that showcase 
our local heritage. His pragmatic realism in designing 
details as well as organizing space has made him an 
architect valued by all!

Team
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L. McComber

Emmanuelle Dorais, Architect
Mindful of the need for responsible resource 
management, Emmanuelle makes her knowledge 
available to everyone. The recent remodelling of her own 
plex has taught her valuable experience in construction. 
As an outstanding project leader, she is dedicated to 
the development of quality architecture. Her professional 
career with leading firms and her international academic 
studies have contributed to her conceptual approach, 
which in return makes the firm really shine!

Olivia Daigneault-Deschênes, M. Arch
Olivia considers the individual to be central to her vision 
of architecture. She is particularly concerned with 
feminism in architecture and the diversity of people who 
live in the urban fabric. She holds a Master's degree in 
Architecture from the University of British Columbia and, 

in 2018 was the first resident designer at the HfG-Ulm 
Archive Centre in southern Germany. Tool or book in 
hand, it is always with great sensitivity and assumed 
audacity that she goes to work!

Jérôme Lemieux-Bouchard, M. Arch
After modeling dough, playing with Legos and performing 
a master's degree in architecture at the University of 
Montreal, Jérôme decided to use his experience in 
carpentry and woodworking to build his own cottage in 
the Laurentians. Proud of the outcome of this perilous 
venture, he experiments the full cycle of architecture from 
ideation to construction. His vision results in projects that 
are simple, daring, but most of all, comfortable! 

Team
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L. McComber
Team

Maryse Allard, Arhitect
From sketches to site supervision, Maryse is involved 
at every stage of the project, leaving no question 
unanswered! Her background in interior design makes 
her an architect who is sensitive to detail and who values 
cosy and warm atmospheres. Open to the world, Maryse 
is inspired by her experiences abroad to constantly renew 
her practice. Since her joining L. McComber, she has 
distinguished herself by her sense of autonomy and her 
great rigour.

Guillaume Duteaud. b. sc. arch
Guillaume's smile is matched only by his cheerfulness.  It 
was studying fashion design and art history that led him 
to discover his passion for architecture. He approaches 
the practice from a rich and varied perspective, focusing 
on eco-responsible and functional projects whose beauty 
lies in their simplicity. These values brought him to L. 

McComber where he expands his knowledge of wood 
construction techniques, passive standards and universal 
design. A lover of quality, he has an eye for detail and 
takes pride in a job well done.

Josianne Ouellet-Daudelin, M. Arch
Josianne is a multi-talented architect. After a bachelor's 
degree in environmental design, a technical degree and 
a master's degree in architecture, she chose to focus 
her practice on the realization of human-scale projects. 
Her multidisciplinary background is reflected in the way 
she approaches design with a global vision. Curious and 
sensitive to fine details, she invests herself with care in 
the realization of each project so that architecture can 
make ambitions become reality!
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Residential and Commercial Architecture

Projects

1. Grand Rock — Radical transformation and expansion in the Eastern Townships — Photo by R. Thibodeau

2. La Cardinal — Single-family home expansion in Ville St-Laurent — Photo R. Thibodeau

3. M Series - Prefabricated and ecological residences — under development

4. Off Plaza — Mixed residential development in Rosemont —Photo R. Thibodeau

5. Des Écailles  — Semi-detached single-family homes on des Écores Street in Villeray — Photo R. Thibodeau

6. Le MileEndeur — Four-unit residential building inserted between two lots on Fairmount Avenue — Photo S. 

Montpetit
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https://lmccomber.ca/projets/ecailles-unifamilial-villeray-brique-des-ecores/
https://lmccomber.ca/projets/cesure-chalet-flanc-montagne-laurentides/
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https://lmccomber.ca/projets/offplaza-st-hubert-bellechasse-condo-maison-de-ville-rosemont/
https://lmccomber.ca/en/projets/offplaza-st-hubert-bellechasse-condo-maison-de-ville-rosemont/
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https://lmccomber.ca/projets/grand-rock-chalet-bord-lac-toit-tole-cedre-naturel/
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Residential and Commercial Design

Projects

7. Clinique D diaphane — Public dermatology clinic in Laval. Finalist for OAQ Award 2015 — Photo R. Thibodeau

8. Rise Factory — Cafeteria and factory offices in Saint-Léonard. Finalist for the OAQ 2019 award — Photo R. Thibodeau

9. Boulangerie Guillaume — Artisanal bakery on the bakery. Saint-Laurent. Frédéric Metz Grand Prix 2015 — Photo S. Montpetit

10. Juliette aux combles — Transformation Plateau Mont-Royal. Frame restoration. Finalist OAQ 2015— Photo S. Montpetit

11. Filons — City-Mount-Royal Transformation. Restoration of original elements — Photo R. Thibodeau

12. Riad — Expansion of the Little Fatherland. Interior finishes in lime plaster — Photo R. Thibodeau
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